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Motivation
Performing Bayesian inference over the parameters of neural networks result in
BNNs—models that combine powerful function approximation with
quantifiable uncertainty estimates. Unfortunately, as BNN priors are defined in
high-dimensional parameter space, they are uninterpretable and cannot
incorporate intuitive, functional knowledge that domain experts might possess.
In this paper, we tackle specifying prior knowledge in the form of output

Toy Demonstrations

Real-World Applications

1. OC-BNNs satisfy constraints while maintaining predictive accuracy.

Application 1: Clinical Action Prediction

OC-BNNs fit both the training data and the specified constraint. Outside the constrained
region, the OC-BNN’s output variance is similar to the BNN’s.

The MIMIC-III database [1] contains physiological features of ICU patients. We
construct a binary classification task predicting if clinical interventions for
hypotension should be taken. We specify two physiologically feasible constraints:
high creatinine + high BUN + low urine ⟹ intervene
high lactate + low bicarbonate ⟹ intervene

constraints—the set of values y is constrained to hold for any x. We propose a
sampling-based prior that assigns probability mass to BNN parameters based
on how well the BNN output obeys constraints on drawn samples. The
resulting Output-Constrained BNN (OC-BNN) allows the user to specify any
constraint directly in its functional form, and is amenable to all black-box BNN
inference algorithms.
Left: Regression task with a negative constraint (red). The OC-BNN’s (blue) uncertainty in the constrained region
decreases sharply to fit the constraint. Right: Classification task (3 classes: green, red, blue) with a positive constraint
(green rectangle). The OC-BNN learns the constraint without becoming overconfident anywhere else.

Output-Constrained Priors
What is an output constraint?
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2. OC-BNNs can capture non-trivial, multimodal posteriors.

A set of forbidden values
(Negative Constraint)

Partial function mapping
x ∈ Cx to:

I[y ∈ Cy(x)] ⋅ p(ΦW = y | x) dy

≥1−ϵ
* defined for positive constraints,
see paper for analogous forms

Constraint Objective: ϵ-satisfaction

Regression task with a negative constraint (red). Unlike the baseline BNN (gray), the sampled posterior functions of the
OC-BNN (blue) pass above and below the constrained region, capturing two distinct predictive modes. The COCP used
does not explicitly specify the presence of two modes.

3. OC-BNNs can model meaningful, interpretable constraints.
We simulate a hiring task where training data biased towards a sub-population. We use
OC-BNNs to impose a fairness constraint.

How do we incorporate the constraint in a BNN prior?
Conditional OCP

pC(w) ∝ pf (w) ⋅
Term independent
of C

λ∈Λ

∫𝒴

The OC-BNN strictly enforces a fairness constraint and equalizes the fraction of
the two groups being predicted as high-risk recidivists. Lower predictive accuracy
is expected since the training dataset is biased.

The Give Me Some Credit dataset [3] contains binary labels on whether
individuals will experience impending financial distress, along with features related
to demographics and financial history. Motivated by Ustun et al.’s work [4] on
actionability, we analyze how much a young adult has to reduce a specific feature
RUUL to flip their prediction to negative. We specify an actionability constraint: for
young adults, predict “no financial distress” even if RUUL is large.
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p(Φw )

ΦCwx is S.P. realization corresponding to

BNN’s output, sampled during inference time

The ground-truth effort of recourse is low. However, the baseline BNN naturally
learns a stronger correlation. With an actionability constraint, the OC-BNN reduces
the effort of recourse without sacrificing predictive accuracy.

Intuition: condition on C as a stochastic process indexed on Cx, prior is “p(w | C)”

λ* = arg max

COMPAS is a proprietary model, used in the U.S., that scores criminal defendants
on their risk of recidivism. It was found to be biased against African Americans [2].
We consider the task of predicting COMPAS scores based on defendants’ criminal
history and demographics. Additionally, we specify a fairness constraint that the
probability of predicting recidivism should only depend on actual recidivism history.

Application 3: Credit Scoring Prediction

BNN Prior Predictive

Amortized OCP

Application 2: Recidivism Prediction

An output distribution
(Probabilistic Constraint)

What does it mean for a BNN to satisfy a constraint?

∫𝒴

The OC-BNN maintains classification accuracy while reducing constraint
violations.

I[y ∈ Cy(x)] ⋅ pλ(ΦW = y | x) dy
need approximation for
BNN prior predictive

Intuition: optimize variational parameters w.r.t. objective; share parameters across tasks

Binary classification task. X1 (binary) indicates membership of a protected trait (e.g. gender) and X2 denotes skill level. A
positive (orange) classification should be correlated with larger X2 . However, the dataset is biased and members of the
protected class (X1 = 1) face discrimination: Y = 1 ⟺ X1 = 1, X2 ≥ 0.8 but Y = 1 ⟺ X1 = 0, X2 ≥ 0.2 . A
naive BNN (left) would learn an unfair linear separator. However, having a probabilistic constraint with the desired output
distribution p(Φ(X ) = 1) = X2 (output depends on skill level only) allows the OC-BNN (right) to learn a fair separator.
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